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Today’smobile devicesmostly containmore than onewireless interface for Internet connection. Smartphonesmostly have both LTE
andWi-Fi for data communication through Internet. Although the availability ofWi-Fi is incomparable to that of cellular network,
its strength lies in the low cost and high data rate due to continuous PHY and MAC advancement of 802.11 protocol extensions. In
this paper, we propose a device-centric system that performs cost-effective network connectivity to the mobile device by selectively
activating Wi-Fi communication according to the device mobility and corresponding history of Wi-Fi usage. By analyzing the
device mobility using attached sensors, the system selects appropriate Wi-Fi that has been often used in that mobility state. The
system was implemented in actual mobile devices that were used to several experiments we designed to prove high performance
of the system.

1. Introduction

Wide spread deployment of free access points, usually Wi-
Fi, provides both easier access to Internet and high-speed
communication to mobile device users. Traffic offloading
from overloaded cellular network to Wi-Fi gave significant
advantage to mobile carriers that had hard time to control
unmanageable traffic. According to EricssonMobility Report
[1], heavy video traffic users dominantly use Wi-Fi, about
10 times more than cellular in UK and 3 times more in US
in terms of data consumption. Although the data rate of
LTE outperforms that of Wi-Fi for most of the cases, this
tendency shows that most of users prefer low cost wireless
communications when their data consumption exceeds their
monthly data plan.Therefore, we can expect that the demand
of Wi-Fi communications will not diminish soon unless the
cost of LTE or other cellular network declines significantly.
In order to maintain this spontaneous Wi-Fi offloading lead
by service users, mobile carriers installed thousands of public
APs in urban areas with high population. Mobile service
users affiliated to those carriers can easily access to Internet
through public APs.

However, the management of different wireless band
network service is quite challenging in perspective of mobile

carriers, especially when ISM (Industrial, Scientific, and
Medical purpose) band [2] is included in the list of available
bandwidths to handle. Unlike cellular network that is owned
by a single mobile carrier in one region, there are many
candidates of using an ISM channel in the same area since
the bandwidth is available to anyone.Moreover, 2.4GHz band
can be used in various link layer protocols such as Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth, and 802.15.4 based sensor protocols.The extensive
use of ISM band causes severe interference among wireless
devices using the same channel, especially in urban areas with
hundreds of access points within one hop range. From recent
experiments we have done at tens of indoor environments
near to Korea University, Seoul, Korea, we found that there
were 100 to 500 Wi-Fi access points available within one hop
range with 2.4 GHz bandwidth only. Although they are not
all accessible due to WPA based authentication, there are
still numbers of APs available by mobile carriers or local
proprietors, such as cafés and restaurants that provide free
Wi-Fi access for visitors.

Although hardware support for multiple wireless inter-
faces is given, current Wi-Fi usage and connection behavior
are not smart enough to fully utilize the hardware appro-
priately. Most of mobile devices scan surrounding access
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Figure 1: Example: a wrong behavior of Wi-Fi connection.

points and connect to the largest signal radiating AP that
has been connected before. Once the AP is authenticated,
the connection to Wi-Fi is automatic without user noticing
the behavior, which can give both convenience and risk
all together. There are usually more than one access point
available, and the device user usually prefers one that provides
stable performance. For instance, even if there is a publicWi-
FiAPprovided by amobile carrier, the user prefers the private
AP installed in the room since the private AP mostly shows
better performance. Therefore, the mobile device mostly
connects to the private AP if the user is located in the room.
However, that is not guaranteed to happen always. Figure 1
shows the worst case of using Wi-Fi; when the user comes
back to his residence, the mobile device connects to a public
AP since the AP came into the device’s communication range,
whereas the private AP is still far away to be used. However,
the device maintains its connection even if the user arrives at
the room because the device is still in the range of the public
AP which is now transmitting very low quality signal.

Aforementioned exceptional case can be handled by link
quality monitoring of currently connected AP, but monitor-
ing link quality is quite difficult in reality. Link state is highly
dynamic, which requires continuous measurement of status,
and such monitoring requires both high computation and
energy cost to the mobile device. Currently, most of users
manually disconnect the bad AP and perform reconnection
to the private AP. This manual reconfiguration may not be
a significant problem to some people for now, but this is
not true for the world of IoT [3] where billions of wireless
equipment are installed and moving around for collecting
data from the city. These communicating objects, ranging
from small sensors to laptops, will be carried by a single user
and will require always-on connectivity with low cost. IoT
will provide people with network services through multiple
wireless interfaces layered by cost and service quality. Along
withmobile devices that will havemultiple wireless interfaces
each, themost important role of wireless devices would be the
sufficient Internet connectivity with the lowest budget.

In order to achieve the goal, this paper proposes the
system SIMLESS, Seamless Internet connectivity Manage-
ment with Low Expense using Sensor based mobility State
estimation. SIMLESS gathers up the Wi-Fi history for each
user mobility state in order to prioritize Wi-Fi AP that is
expected to provide the best Internet connectivity out of other
Wi-Fi APs. We assume that the history of Wi-Fi usage best
suits the user satisfaction because the list of APs within the

device history are the ones that are manually connected by
the user at least once for one’s benefit. Moreover, the most
frequently used APs out of them are the ones favored by the
user. Instead of evaluating the performance of different APs,
we decided to use the history because we believe each person
has different Wi-Fi availability and preference. Different
mobile carriers have different Wi-Fi coverage map, and some
peoplemight avoid public APs due to security and instead use
LTE. On the other hand, some people might have a private
portable Wi-Fi that performs much better than public APs
shared with lots of other users.

Focusing on better wireless connectivity to mobile
devices targeting low cost, we propose SIMLESS that uses an
accelerometer and a barometer to estimate the mobility state
of the device and the user. There are various reasons of using
aforementioned sensors instead of GPS or other localization
systems. Firstly, these sensors are available anywhere unlike
other localization systems that require external resources
such as satellites and radio signals. Also, the sensors are
available for most of devices whereas components like an
infrared sensor are not. Secondly, monitoring IMU sensor or
barometer data to estimatemobility state does not cost a lot in
terms of energy consumption compared to GPS. Lastly, even
if the user location is the same, the preference ofWi-Fi AP can
differ by what the user is doing. For instance, the user might
be located near to a bus station for waiting someone, or the
user already took the bus and the bus is waiting at the station
to bring more passengers to board. On the former occasion,
the user might prefer a public Wi-Fi that is located at the bus
station, whereas the user in the latter case will want amovable
Wi-Fi installed in the waiting bus for the later case. Focusing
on the fact that the user preference of usingWi-Fi depends on
his/her mobility state, not just speed, SIMLESS uses inertial
sensors and a machine learning method to estimate user
mobility without external resources for aid.Therefore, it does
not require any external aid but tracks the device regardless
of environment such as indoor and outdoor. Contributions of
the system SIMLESS are listed as follows.

(i) SIMLESS is a low power system that does not require
extra power consumption for link state estimation
and GPS based localization.

(ii) SIMLESS uses a mobility state estimation method
which is based on low power sensors and machine
learning algorithm using Bayesian probabilistic
model and decision tree classification.
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(iii) From a set of real-life experiments, it is discovered
that Wi-Fi usage of a user can greatly differ by the
mobility state of the user. The variance on Wi-Fi
preference is shown to become greater as portable
access points are carried by people.

(iv) Through experimental results from various realistic
evaluations using SIMLESS, automatic connection to
qualifiedWi-Fi station is proved to behavewell, which
increased the user satisfaction in great degree.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lists a num-
ber of researches focused on vertical handover control, sensor
based mobility tracking systems, and Wi-Fi selection mech-
anisms. Section 3 describes an overview of SIMLESS, which
is composed of three major modules: Mobility Trace Module
(MTM), History Trace Module (HTM), and Connectivity
Management Module (CMM). Sections 4, 5, and 6 describe
details of each module and the main algorithm designed
for proper Wi-Fi connection according to user mobility
state which works in continuous manner. Section 7 describes
overall evaluation process of proposed solution in terms of
throughput, cost-effectiveness, and power consumption of
the mobile device. Moreover, the section analyzes results of
applying the solution to variable models of smartphone in
order to prove both applicability and scalability of SIMLESS.
Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper. The overall system
was implemented in various Android smartphones, such as
Galaxy S5, Galaxy S3, Galaxy Note 2, Galaxy Nexus, and
Nexus 5.

2. Related Work

Vertical handover between cellular and Wi-Fi network is
already researched and commercialized by numerous prior
work. The practical use of vertical handover rapidly grew
as mobile devices like smartphones were widely used. Ref-
erences [4–7] provided various intelligence-based solutions
for proper vertical handover between macrocells and sup-
plement access points such as pico/femtocells and Wi-Fi
APs. They used various parameters related to link quality
of each access point, such as signal strength, bit error
rate, bandwidth size, and jitter level. Some of them used
device-centric method to reflect the status of user or device
condition, but most of them used network-centric method
that can give more accurate feedback regarding link quality
of access points. Although the tendency can be a problem
in terms of scalability issue (in case Wi-Fi access points
and macrocells cannot cooperate each other due to different
service provider), such solution is practical since most of
mobile carriers have their own Wi-Fi access points installed
in many regions to make those cowork with macrocells
that might be overloaded by unlimited traffic. Reference [8]
proves that such tendency still exists. Reference [8] uses SDN
controller to centralize AP Load information and lead the
mobile device to the most appropriate access network.

However, aforementioned prior work take no care on
user preference that differs by mobility state. Even if the
location is the same, the user preferred AP for each mobility
state may differ a lot, as shown in Figure 1. Moreover,

movable APs such as portable access points [9–12] are used in
many places with various purposes, making consideration of
user preference even more important. Portable access points
usually have Wi-Fi for downlink traffic and other bandwidth
with larger coverage for uplink traffic, which makes the
attached mobile devices access Internet without frequently
changing IP addresswhilemoving fast. Some people carry the
portable APwhich ismostly cheaper than regular LTE service
as a data plan. Moreover, most of city buses in South Korea
carry such dual link APs to provide wireless Internet service
to passengers. In this case, the user in fast move would prefer
those rather than static public APs.

Ad hoc networks [13, 14] are beginning to be deployed
in various areas such as poor wireless support due to man-
made or natural disasters in developing countries [15] and
opportunistic network composed of multiple cars in road-
ways [16, 17]. Even flying drones can be used as an ad hoc
based movable AP as we tested in previous work [18]. For
better connections to aforementioned movable access points
as well as static APs, we believe considering mobility state
of the user can enhance both low cost Internet connectivity
and high wireless service quality. We expect these movable
APs will become general in the future of IoT and smart cities
that have quite enhanced network availability. Considering
such tendency, we believe it is necessary to find the user
mobility state and match this with Wi-Fi usage characteristic
to derive the list of APs that best suits to the current user
situation. Simple speed or velocity information without deep
understanding of relationship between user mobility and
Wi-Fi usage pattern cannot satisfy user on wireless service
quality.

For proper Internet connectivity, we designed mobility
based user preferred Wi-Fi connection scheme. However,
unlike traditional navigation systems, we created our own
mobility state estimation system for several reasons. Previous
work like [19–21] require external signal sources such as GSM
and GPS, which means the estimation can be affected by out-
sources greatly. Errors due to personalmotility characteristics
can be reduced by machine learning of the user behavior;
it is difficult to correct errors due to device hardware by
programming. It is true that there are several solutions to
distinguish mobility state based on only in-built sensors such
as an accelerometer [22, 23]. However, those methods do
not cover exceptional cases of acceleration outliers due to
abnormal device movement unrelated to user mobility. High
acceleration does not always mean high activity of the user
regarding mobility. Indeed, the highest acceleration change
occurswhen the user activelymoves body, rather than driving
a car with much greater speed. We found out that the level
of acceleration is linearly related to the activity degree of the
user within the same mobility state rather than to the list
of mobility states in ascending speed order. To accomplish
accurate mobility state estimation, something else is required
other than an accelerometer, and we found that a barometer
mostly attached in today’s smartphones is the key parameter
for the solution.

Prior to our work of having user movement as a key
parameter of connecting short range network, there are
several research works done for better Wi-Fi selection which
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Figure 2: SIMLESS overview: components and operation flows.

can provide effective Wi-Fi offloading from overloaded cell
towers. Reference [24] proposed a fast AP selection mech-
anism based on beacon reception delay in perspective of a
mobile device. The authors believed that the beacon would
stack onAP’s buffer andmore data on bufferwould eventually
result in sending beacon in longer delay. However, current
IEEE 802.11 protocol specifies that control frames including
a beacon frame skip the process of buffering in order to
send control messages within appointed time. Therefore,
Wi-Fi selection based on beacon reception delay cannot be
accomplished currently. Instead of evaluating link quality of
APs before connection, [25] proposed a system that connects
every accessible AP to evaluate the link quality using short
test on data frames. The system can provide high resolution
of link quality map composed of surrounding accessible Wi-
Fi APs, but the association attempt to every AP results in
high delay which is usually not acceptable to users that
need to access Internet within short period of time. We also
had attempted to solve this issue, trade-off between quality
evaluation accuracy and delay, and proposed a link-aware AP
selection mechanism [26] which uses the beacon collision
rate and signal strength variance among consecutive beacon
receptions from surrounding APs. We used Galaxy Nexus to
implement such solution into a real device, and experiments
using the device showed extensive performance on selecting
the best AP out of others.

There are also multiples of prior work [27–29] that
proposes learning based network selection. Reference [27]
proposes Markov chain process based network selection.
The work uses several network statistics to derive optimal
solution; however, these statistics require the solution to be
applied at network side, not on the user device itself. For
instance, blocking probability of each access network cannot
be collected by the device within a short period of time.
Reference [28] is another learning based work that uses a
modified version of genetic algorithm.Thiswork still requires
multiple network statistics that are difficult to be collected
by device users. Reference [29] is also a work that suggests
a learning based mechanism but applies network state infor-
mation in order to fit user’s status in real time. However, the
idea of changing access network while transmitting brings
other challenges to be solved in reality. In order to change
access network according to the network state information

and traffic type information, the traffic type should be defined
in real time and connection overhead should be minimal.
If there are multiple network providers a device can use,
handover between access networks of different providers will
not be easy.

Although aforementioned solutions can be used to con-
nect a proper Wi-Fi AP that seems to have the least inter-
ference and the highest wireless speed, all those works are
unaware of the position changes of the user. With high-speed
movement of a user, a highly qualified Wi-Fi AP is useless
unless it is carried by the user. To avoid awkward selection
of an AP without human intervention, proper mobility
recognition is required. Therefore, we propose SIMLESS that
derives such relationship from the user mobility state and
corresponding Wi-Fi history, and properly connects to an
AP which is most likely wanted by the user. SIMLESS can
be extended to Wi-Fi selection criteria with link quality
evaluation methods described above.

3. SIMLESS Overview

SIMLESS aims to establish stable connection to low cost
access points such as Wi-Fi without explicit link quality
evaluation. The connection should be stable in terms of data
rate and connectivity time, whichmeans frequent handover is
not preferred unless necessary. To achieve the goal, SIMLESS
is composed of three modules as shown in Figure 2: Mobility
Trace Module (MTM), History Trace Module (HTM), and
Connectivity Management Module (CMM).

MTM traces the mobility state of the user, using series
of sensor variables that are retrieved from a three-axis
accelerometer and a pressure sensor. The module contains
parameter acquisition phasewhich retrieves set of parameters
derived from machine learning. Machine learning is based
on the mixture of Bayesian probabilistic model and decision
tree. Using machine learning parameters and series of sensor
data, themodule decides the currentmobility state of the user
and provides the result to other twomodules. HTM traces the
connectivity state of the device, to discoverwhether or not the
device is connected to low cost network andwhat access point
is in use. Each mobility state contains such the connectivity
statistics and will show the tendency of low cost network
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usage that differs by a mobility state. Based on connectivity
history of each mobility state and current mobility state
derived by aforementioned two modules, CMM orders the
device to connect the most preferred AP on the current
mobility state. Since MTM traces the mobility state based
on estimation, frequent state transition can occur without
assuring whether the transition is really happening or not.
CMMhandles the error case based on a stabilitymanagement
method authors designed. The details of each module are
described later in this paper.

Based on aforementionedmodules and their interactions,
SIMLESS was implemented upon Android mobile platform
and installed on various smartphones compatible to the
platform. Most of analysis and evaluations were done using
Nexus 5, but applicability of SIMLESS on other smartphones
were proved to be fine through an empirical survey on
multiple users. Each user is required to collect sensor data and
network usage history for prelearning of the user behavior,
which could be done by using mobile application imple-
mented by authors. The experimental smartphones con-
tained both accelerometers and pressure sensors for proper
mobility estimation and supported both Wi-Fi and LTE
communication. Since any LTE service should be given by a
certain mobile carrier, each smartphone could also use Wi-
Fi access points supported by the mobile carrier. Moreover,
smartphone users also possessed portable Wi-Fi devices that
supported Wi-Fi service by the user carrying the device.
Based on aforementioned characteristics of the users and the
smartphones, later sections describe the functionality of each
module step by step along with the performance evaluation
of each module.

4. Mobility State Estimation Using IMU

Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is installed in most of
mobile devices nowadays, as a form of microelectromechan-
ical system (MEMS) which is designed to be assembled into
a small device such as a smartphone. IMU refers to a set of
inertial sensors such as an accelerometer, gyroscope, and a
digital compass. Many smartphones also contain barometers
that are used to estimate altitude and position. To accomplish
stable mobility state estimation performance using above
sensors, it is necessary to analyze the characteristic of each
mobility state in terms of sensor output. Therefore, we used
Nexus 5 which contains all the sensors needed for mobility
state estimation. Figure 3 shows the acceleration difference
amongmobility states that are defined asWalking, Stationary,
and Driving. Data logging for each mobility state was held
more than 30 minutes independently, without interruption
of other mobility states within. The graph shows just some
part of the result to visualize fluctuations of acceleration
values clearly. To measure the change of acceleration, the
acceleration value is defined as anEuclidean distance between
two consecutive data points and differs by the time period
of 0.5 second. The resulted Euclidean distance is the square
root of a sum of three-axis differences, which can be casted as
follows: 𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = √(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖−1)2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖−1)2 + (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑖−1)2.
As shown, the Euclidean distance of Walking state is much
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Figure 3: Acceleration patterns for three mobility states: Walking,
Stationary, and Driving.

higher than those of other two states, whereas Stationary and
Driving states contain similar data points. Although Driving
state shows much more fluctuation than Stationary which
constantly shows 0 acceleration value, there are toomuchdata
points overlapping each other, making classification between
two states difficult by solely using the accelerometer of the
device.

Therefore, a barometer is used additionally to create
distinct classification between Stationary and Driving states.
The previous work calledDUTA [30] indeed used orientation
variable to classify these two states. However, we found out
that there are frequent cases of orientation fluctuation even
if the user is not in Driving state, along with the cases of no
orientation fluctuation when the user is actually in Driving
state. For instance, a usual high-speed railway rarely has
curve section that provides enough orientation change on
a mobile device, making classification inaccurate for long
time. Therefore, a barometer was used instead, which makes
Driving state have distinct difference compared to other two
states as shown in Figure 4. The absolute pressure value in
terms of ℎ𝑃𝑎 is almost constant for Stationary and Walking
states because the location has not changed a lot for 100
seconds. Indeed, the pressure changes during Walking state
very slowly, but the change is incomparable to the change
of Driving state. There are various reasons of air barometric
pressure change such as temperature, weather, time, and
location. The change of location due to fast movement
sufficiently changes pressure because temperature, altitude,
and weather differ by regions.

Based on simple analysis derived by aforementioned
statistics, a 3-axis accelerometer and a barometer equipped
in a smartphone called Nexus 5 are used for the mobility
classification. Although the mobility states can be classified
into more several states, we decided to use only three states
because they are the most usual states that can possibly
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Figure 4: Pressure patterns for three mobility states: Walking,
Stationary, and Driving.

include other substantial mobility states, such as move
upstairs as Walking and taking a bus as Driving. Indeed,
classifying only three states quite improved the network
connectivity of the mobile device, which will be shown later
in this paper.

Based on two sensor variables, Bayes’ rule is applied to
derive acceleration and pressure tendency of each mobility
state in the following equation:

𝑃 (𝑆 | 𝑥) = 𝑃 (𝑆) 𝑝 (𝑥 | 𝑆)𝑝 (𝑥) (1)

where𝑃(𝑆 | 𝑥) indicates the probability of becomingmobility
state 𝑆 when input is 𝑥. Input 𝑥 can be 𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 for either an
accelerometer output or a barometer output.𝑃(𝑆) refers to the
probability ofmobility state 𝑆 out of all the sample data, which
can be alternatively described as a prior probability. 𝑝(𝑥|𝑆) is
the class likelihood of having input 𝑥. 𝑝(𝑥) is the probability
of having input𝑥 for anymobility states in this system. Except
for 𝑃(𝑆 | 𝑥), all the variables can be derived from a trained
data that is composed of device recorded mobility states and
corresponding sensor outputs. The recorded mobility state is
the ground truth state variable, 𝑆, and each sensor output is
expressed as relative variable rather than absolute variable,
to be used as 𝑥 on (1). 𝑥 is an Euclidean distance variable
between two sensor values with different time domain, but
in our case, it is not necessarily consecutive two values. We
defined the sensor output, or classification input 𝑥 as follows:

𝑥 = max (𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑠𝑖, 𝑠𝑗) | 𝑖 > 0, 𝑗
= [𝑖 − 𝑇𝑓, 𝑖) , 𝑗 mod 𝑡 = 0) , (2)

where 𝑠𝑖 refers to the current sensor output and 𝑠𝑗 refers
to prior sensor output within time range [𝑖 − 𝑇𝑓, 𝑖) where

𝑇𝑓 refers to predefined time period. Instead of having time𝑗 simply adjacent to time 𝑖, 𝑇𝑓 is defined to provide some
flexibility for better judgment of classification. For instance,
pressure value does not abruptly change within time of 0.5
seconds even if the user is driving quite fast. Since it takes
some time to have distinguishable change of pressure value to
decide mobility state as Driving state, 𝑇𝑓 is set to 30 seconds
for pressure value and 3 seconds for acceleration value.These
values are also used for later evaluations throughout this
paper.

With given definition of 𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 for each sensor output,𝑃(𝑆 | 𝑥) is derived for a training set that has about 2-hour
long record containing all three mobility states and corre-
sponding sensor results.The user broughtNexus 5 and played
an application we made in order to collect data and manually
set ongoingmobility state that best describes the user’s move-
ment.The user frequently changed his mobility state as accu-
rately as possible whenever his mobility state had changed.
Figure 5 shows the resulted probability values for eachmobil-
ity state with different sensor input ranges. Since sensor
results are float variables, we made 20 sensor data ranges for
each sensor, to make the probabilistic model easily applied
to the mobility state estimation. As shown in the graph,
the probabilistic model seems unusable especially when the
sensor output is high. Traditional machine learning based on
Bayesian probabilistic model mostly decides a class that has
the highest 𝑃(𝑆 | 𝑥) for given input 𝑥. However, applying
themethod directly can severely downgrade the performance
of mobility estimation since there are many sensor data
ranges that are not dominated by a single mobility state,
causing the performance degradation of classification. In case
of having acceleration distance value between 15 and 20, the
probability of three states are similar one another, as shown
in Figure 5. In reality, high acceleration usually means high
activity of the user, and the probability of Walking state
should dominate the other two in these data ranges. The
reason of this classification difficulty is that there are some
exceptional cases caused by the user touching device without
any intention to move. For instance, the user can accidentally
drop the phone, or the user may toss the phone to a nearby
person. Exceptional cases also happen to the pressure data
similarly.Therefore, the proposedmobility estimation applies
the concept of decision tree to aforementioned Bayesian
probabilisticmodel, to cut off the exceptional cases that lower
the estimation accuracy.

Basic decision tree based classification requires some
threshold variable that classifies two or more classes (or
states). The decision tree structure of proposed mobility state
estimation is designed as shown in Figure 6. A threshold
variable is given for each decision phase, and those variables
can be defined in various ways using machine learning. In
this paper, Bayesian probability based classification method
is used to decide these thresholds. As shown by previous
observation on mobility states and sensor outputs, it is easy
to find that there is a turning point of dominating probability.
In Figure 5(a), 𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 3.75 is such a turning point, where
the Bayesian probability of Walking state overcomes that of
other two states. According to the basic rule of Bayesian
probability based classifier, the mobility state at each sensor
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Figure 5: Probability distribution of mobility states based on sensor distance input: Bayes’ rule results.
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Figure 6: Mobility state estimation based on decision tree.

data range should be the one with the maximum probability.
However, the proposed mobility state estimation searches
aforementioned turning point and forces the rest of higher
sensing data range to have the same mobility state as that
of the turning point. Therefore, the threshold of acceleration
becomes 3.75, and the threshold of pressure becomes 0.33
based on the tendency in Figure 5. Given the threshold by
Bayesian probabilistic values from a set of training data, the
mobility state estimation mechanism runs the decision tree
to finalize the current mobility state out of three states.

In addition to the aforementioned decision tree, we
added several simple logics to the estimation mechanism to
raise precision. Firstly, we removed mobility state transition
occurring by short acceleration bump, which can be caused
by various external factors such as a jumping vehicle due
to a speed bump, a handheld smartphone, and instant leg
shaking. To remove such exceptional cases, the mechanism
prevents transition to Walking from other states when the

high acceleration appears for short period of time. Secondly,
we removed a direct transition from Driving to Stationary.
This is because there is no way a person moves out of a
vehicle without walking or other behaviors to go out of a car.
There is always an intermittent mobility state in between two
mobility states which means direct transition between Driv-
ing and Stationary is conceptually impossible. However, the
mechanism allows the transition from Stationary to Driving
because the mechanism needs some time to judge Driving
state using the shift of the pressure value. When a person
takes a transportation vehicle, the mobility state will change
from Walking to Stationary since the vehicle stays until all
the passengers get on. Even if the vehicle starts moving right
away, the change of pressure value takes sometime, which
makes the mobility state estimation misidentifyDriving state
as Stationary.

By using the proposed mobility state estimation based on
decision tree with aforementioned two exception handling
models, 4 datasets are derived fromNexus 5 to perform cross-
validation among different datasets. Each training set is held
for more than 2 hours but less than 7 hours and contains
all three mobility states. Figure 7 shows the result of the
mobility state estimation compared to simple decision tree
based approach. As explained before, the decision tree is con-
structed by automatically generated threshold values, where
the values are the turning points of Bayesian probabilities
among mobility states. The white accuracy bar in Figure 7
is the result of the decision tree, whereas the higher black
bars are the results of mobility state estimation mechanism
that has included additional exception handling models. By
handling exceptional cases, the performance of estimation
mechanism improved up to 9%, resulting in 93% accuracy
in average, whereas pure decision tree showed an average of
89% accuracy. Out of 4 datasets, the one with the highest
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Figure 7: Performance analysis of the mobility state estimation.

accuracy (training set 3) was used for later evaluations in
order to performmobility state estimation for automatic Wi-
Fi connection handling without any training step. Output
thresholds for both acceleration and pressure values were
built into Nexus 5 for fast classification.

5. Wi-Fi History Analysis for Each
Mobility State

While MTM acquires the device mobility state in real time,
HTM collects Wi-Fi usage information corresponding to the
estimated mobility state. Although we specified the low cost
access point as a Wi-Fi AP, this can be altered to any other
low cost communications that can be used in near future.
Assuming Wi-Fi is the only low cost access point we can use
for now, the purpose of tracing Wi-Fi history is to discover
the user preferred Wi-Fi for each mobility state. The user
preference indeed possesses many meanings, since there are
many aspects of what user prefers some APs than others. For
instance, the usermight wantmore secure access point even if
it provides less speed than other APs. Since this paper focuses
on cost-effectiveness and majority of performance analysis
given in this paper compares the quantitative measure of
cost-effectiveness, we assume the more user preferred AP
hereby means better speed and less cost. By discovering the
list of user preferred APs for each mobility state, the mobile
device can attempt the most preferred AP by priority and
continue the attempt to next preferred AP until the device
succeeds in connection. To make these trials applicable, it
is necessary to have another training phase that collects
sufficient amount of Wi-Fi history, which includes the time
of user pain from manual Wi-Fi connection due to device
malfunction.

HTM and MTM were designed and implemented into
Nexus 5, which contains both an accelerometer and a
barometer and supports up to 802.11ac Wi-Fi specification.
An experimenter carried Nexus 5 with aforementioned 2
modules and used the phone for 24 hours whenever he
wanted to. USIM card is inserted to Nexus 5 in order to make
the experimenter use Nexus 5 as a cellphone without feeling a

sense of incompatibility.The experimenter indeed carried the
phone anywhere he went, such as his work place, his home,
his car, and other public places he visited. At the same time,
the device recorded both Wi-Fi history and corresponding
mobility history in real time, using constant parameters such
as 𝑇𝑓 and machine learned threshold parameters for proper
mobility state estimation.

Assuming that mobility state estimation is 100% precise,
Figure 8 shows the Wi-Fi history result of each mobility
state in terms of connection time. The history shows that
there are several access points that are frequently used,
whereas there might be hundreds of access points of which
the device has scanned before. In each mobility state, the
mobile device has used 6 to 7 access points normally and
dominantly used 1 to 2 access points out of them. Moreover,
the connection tendency is different for each mobility state.
When the device is in Stationary state, the device usually uses
Hans5G or wine515 hyun. This is because Hans5G is an AP
installed on the experimenter’s house, and wine515 hyun is
an AP installed on his research office. The third frequently
connected AP of Stationary state is No Wi-Fi, which defines
the device with no Wi-Fi connection. In this case, the device
uses LTE alternatively which is not preferred for users with
low price data plan. However, the rate of LTE usage for
Stationary state is much less than that ofWalking state, since
the user mostly stays at the research or home where a stable
AP is provided almost all the time. About 40% of Walking
state experiences the device with no Wi-Fi connection, and
this is because most ofWi-Fi access points are static and have
very short coverage range, about 20 to 30 meters in reality,
which results in too frequentWi-Fi connection attempt while
walking. Although a portable AP named Gustns is fre-
quently used to prevent frequent Wi-Fi handover and reduce
LTE connection, the experimenter often does not carry the
portable AP. We found that this is because the experimenter
carries the portable AP only when he goes to some place
that is far away from his current location. Therefore, the
device in Driving state dominantly uses Gustns, since the
experimenter always carries the portable AP whenever he
takes a train or drives a car.

Another interesting observation from Figure 8 is the rare
use of public APs provided by an affiliated mobile carrier.
ollehWiFi and other versions of the AP are rarely used even
though it is connectible to the experiment device without
any cost. This is because these APs are the most crowded
APs used by many subscribers, which results in serious
degradation of Wi-Fi communication quality. Even though
these APs are movable APs installed in public transportation
vehicles such as buses and trains, they are not preferred
by most of people due to too much congestion and packet
dropping. However, a mobile device without any intelligence
does not remove these APs from its candidate list, which
results in accidental connection to a not preferredAP, causing
low wireless communication performance.Themotivation of
proposing SIMLESS is to prevent such accident and provide
autoconnection to low cost network for sustaining Internet
connection as long as possible. Using the Wi-Fi history in
terms of the device mobility state, SIMLESS can avoid the
connection to less preferred APs and preemptively connect to
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Figure 8: Probability distribution of mobility states based on sensor distance input: Bayes’ rule results.

the most used one out of all. The performance enhancement
of utilizing the history data is shown on Section 7.

6. Low Cost Wi-Fi Connection
Mechanism for SIMLESS

Based on trace information retrieved from MTM and HTM,
SIMLESS operates CMM to have appropriate connection
to Wi-Fi AP which is the most preferred one out of other
in-range APs. The basic idea of connection is series of
connection trials in descending priority order. AnAP that has
been used themost possesses the highest priority level, which
means CMMwill try to establish connection to the AP first. If
the connection fails, the device attempts connection to an AP
with the next highest priority level and continues the iterative
process until the device succeeds to connect to Wi-Fi or runs
out of AP candidates. However, there are several precautions
to prevent the algorithm malfunction which can degrade the
device performance in terms of throughput and delay.

(i) If a mobility state has high No Wi-Fi preference, the
device should know when to use Wi-Fi or not. In
case the device insists on Wi-Fi connection as long
as possible, throughput degradation can be severe,
causing the communication quality be graded in great
degree.

(ii) If a connection attempt occurs only when mobility
state is changed, constant connection to a low priority
AP connection would be a problem. The problem
often occurs when a passenger takes a public trans-
portation that has a set of access points thatmovewith
the vehicle.

(iii) Frequent change of mobility state mostly creates
unnecessary scan and connection trials of the device.
Thebehavior downgrades both the service quality and
energy efficiency of the device.

First problemoccursmostly when the user is inWalking state.
Unlike other mobility states that have clear preference of Wi-
Fi, a Walking person does not have chance to get a proper
Wi-Fi connection unless a movable Wi-Fi AP follows the

person. When the person walks, the device cannot properly
communicate through static Wi-Fi APs that will lose signal
of the person’s mobile device sooner or later. Even if the
person possesses a portable device, the possibility of using a
portable device decreases distinctively if the user mostly has
shortWalking behavior.The shortWalking behavior includes
instant walking around one’s room, moving to kitchen, or
moving to nearby market to buy some daily necessaries.
In these cases, most of people do not carry a portable
access point, because there is barely no chance of using
Internet. If SIMLESS ignores theseNoWi-Fi cases, the device
will experience both power waste and low wireless quality
due to unnecessary connection attempt to low quality APs.
Therefore, SIMLESS needs to find appropriate preparation to
such the case.

The second problem often happens when the list of
surrounding APs change due to devicemobility. If a currently
connectedAP is a static AP, the phenomenon is not a problem
since the mobile device will be disconnected as soon as it
gets out of the AP’s communication range. However, if the
device is originally connected to a movable AP, such as an
AP installed on the ceiling of a bus, the device will never
change its current connection until the user changes one’s
mobility state. Periodical scanning is required to hold the
chance of handover to more preferred AP. The last problem
due to frequent mobility state change occurs because instant
walking behavior of the user shakes the device and this
happens frequently in everyday life. For instance, a person
always enter Walking state when the person tries to take a
vehicle.The duration ofWalking state will not be so long if the
personwaswaiting a vehicle at a bus or a subway station. Also,
if the person has stayed at room and starts moving toward
kitchen to bring some food, it will be unnecessary to make
mobile device change its Wi-Fi AP even though the mobility
state has changed. Estimation of instant mobility state shift
is required to decide a connection attempt for the recently
changed mobility state.

SIMLESS is designed in the way to consider aforemen-
tioned problems, resulting in stable connectivity perfor-
mance in terms of throughput, low cost, and energy con-
sumption of the device.The overall operation flow of CMM is
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Figure 9: Overall behavior of CMM.

described in Figure 9. The device attempts Wi-Fi connection
only when the current mobility state has sustained for more
than time 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ or a more preferred AP appears to exist due
to the device mobility. As soon as mobility state is changed,
the module will perform scan to search through the most
preferredAP in thatmobility state.These conditions are given
to solve aforementioned second and third problems. Before
CMM operates, MTM tracks both current mobility state,𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦, and duration of the state,𝑇𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 . On the other hand,
HTM gathers Wi-Fi history information by collaborating
with MTM. Given the current mobility state and the list of
preferred APs of the mobility state, CMM performs Wi-Fi
connection in descending preference order. Once connection
process is done, the device maintains Wi-Fi connection
unless the mobility state is changed or a better AP is found
after numbers of periodical scans.

When themodulemakes aWi-Fi connection, it iteratively
attempts connection until it succeeds in Wi-Fi connection or
it reaches No Wi-Fi as the next high preferred one. When it
reachesNoWi-Fi, the module overseas the less preferred APs
and finds if there is any major access point. In this paper, we
define a major AP as an AP that has been distinctively used
by the mobile device. The value of distinctiveness is defined
as 10% of the state’s overall Wi-Fi history. Therefore, CMM
attempts to connect such the APs even if their preference
lies below the case of No Wi-Fi. This behavior can solve the
aforementioned second problem, which results in resolving
continuous No Wi-Fi for Walking state due to given Wi-
Fi history in Figure 8. As shown, No Wi-Fi has the highest
preference in state Walking which can prevent the device
attempt to try to establish connection toGustns orKoreaUniv
AP access points.

By resolving aforementioned problems, we found that
SIMLESS operates appropriately in terms of balancing the
network cost and performance. To prove well behavior of
the system SIMLESS, we proceeded with several experimen-
tations. For every experimentation, we used a real mobile
device named Galaxy Nexus or Nexus 5 that are reference
phones for Android mobile platform. Also, we used real-life
access points installed on campus, subway stations, public

trains, and buses and several buildings that an experimenter
visited quite often. In the aforementioned important param-
eters, scanning period is set to 2 minutes and 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ is set
to 30 seconds. Details of experimentations are described in
Section 7.

7. Performance Evaluation

To perform SIMLESS on a real mobile device, we used
pregenerated classification parameters for mobility state esti-
mation and Wi-Fi history collected by HTM. As aforemen-
tioned in Section 6, 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ is set to 30 seconds, whereas
Wi-Fi scanning period is set to 2 minutes. Based on given
parameters, the device operates SIMLESS by estimating
mobility state in real time and manage Wi-Fi Connectivity
according to the estimated mobility state. To show the
merit of SIMLESS, this section lists 3 evaluations, each
targeting different advantageous features of SIMLESS. First
evaluation shows the QoE enhancement in terms of network
throughput, and second evaluation shows cost-effectiveness
of SIMLESS in terms of data amount per cost, where cost
lies on price of using cellular data.Third evaluation measures
the power overhead of SIMLESS, which is expected to be
muchmore energy efficient than a system that enables Global
Positioning System (GPS) module. In forth evaluation, we
performed empirical study on multiple smartphone users in
order to verify applicability of SIMLESS in reality. Finally, we
compared the performance of SIMLESS with other device-
centric solutions such as [25, 26] to emphasize strength of our
solution among device-centric approaches.

7.1. QoE Enhancement in Terms of Network Throughput. To
prove QoE enhancement achieved by SIMLESS, we found
a place that makes a mobile device with traditional Wi-
Fi capability malfunction most of the time. As shown
in Figure 10, a user that holds a mobile device moves
to his research office, whereas the device was originally
connected to KoreaUniv AP since it had nothing else to
connect. By the time he arrives to the research office, the
device should connect to wine515 hyun which is an AP
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Figure 10: Experimental setup: a malicious connection to a bad AP.

installed on the research office and supposed to perform
much better than the public AP, KoreaUniv AP. How-
ever, traditional mobile devices will sustain its connection
to KoreaUniv AP since the connection is not terminated
yet. Therefore, we can expect there is going to be severe
QoE loss for the moment of staying at the research office
without adjusting Wi-Fi connection to wine515 hyun. To
show QoE degradation due to the behavior along with
QoE enhancement achieved by SIMLESS, we performed sets
of experiments that two devices were both carried by an
experimenter who moved along with the trajectory shown
in Figure 10. One device installed SIMLESS, whereas the
other one did not. While the experimenter was moving, he
executed three consecutive webpage clicks for each mobility
state.

Figure 11 shows the resulted data flow of clicking web-
pages, which are assumed to incur http segments. Figure 11(a)
shows overall data flow containing bothWalking and Station-
ary states. and below two figures show parts of the data flow
for each mobility state more closely to visualize differences.
As shown in Figure 11(b), while Walking, two devices with
different connectivity management had almost similar data
flow pattern since they were connected to the same Wi-Fi
AP, KoreaUniv AP. However, Figure 11(c) shows completely
different data flow pattern between a SIMLESS device and
an ORIGINAL device. SIMLESS device always finished its
data reception sooner than the device without SIMLESS,
and this is because the SIMLESS device quickly switched
to wine515 hyun AP which was highly preferred AP when
the device was in Stationary state. To visualize throughput
enhancement more clearly on variety of Internet services,
we performed additional evaluations on different Internet
services similar to the way we did for webpage service. After
experimentations, we computed the average throughput of
each service in use for bothWalking and Stationary states.We
usedAndroid’sTrafficStats class to derive total amount of

bytes received, which includes both UDP and TCP streams.
The results are shown in Figure 12.

The services named PlayMovie and PlayStore are
a streaming service and an application download service
provided by Google. Interestingly, SIMLESS performance
enhancement gets greater for theses services.Themain differ-
ence between these two services and other two (webpage and
YouTube) is the continuity ofwireless communication.When
PlayMovie and PlayStore require continuous wireless
communication until the end of each service, webpage
and YouTube download contents in discontinuous manner.
The performance difference between these two service types
occurs because services like webpage and YouTube stop
wireless communication ahead of full utilization of band-
width. From aforementioned set of experiments and results,
we can tell that SIMLESS outperforms a mobile device with
traditional Wi-Fi capability in terms of throughput in great
degree for certain cases.

7.2. Cost-Effectiveness in Terms of Average Throughput with
Expense. To show cost-effectiveness of the proposed system
called SIMLESS, we performed a long-term experiment, one
to two hours each, and evaluated the total communication
cost in terms of dollar and the average throughput in terms
of𝑀𝑏/𝑠. TwoNexus 5 devices were used tomake comparison
between anORIGINAL device and a SIMLESS device, and all
three mobility states are contained within each experiment
to make evaluation realistic. Additionally, instead of fixating
an experimenter’s behavior into certain route, we made the
experimenter put two devices into a backpack and made him
carry along with wherever he wanted to go. The given liberty
of behavior andmobility was expected to show the scalability
and utility of SIMLESS, and the results of experiments proved
that the expectation was right.

The cost-effectiveness of each device is derived by how
much data expense is used by each device and howmany data
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Figure 11: Experimental result: comparing two devices that consumes same Internet traffic through user clicks on webpages.

the device has communicated through any wireless interface
during the evaluation.The cost of usingWi-Fi is free, whereas
the cost of using LTE is in accordance with what data plan
the experimenter is using for the mobile device. Assuming
he pays $50 for 15GB of data per month, which is real in
South Korea, he can use up to 300MB for each $1 payment.
The better cost-effectiveness comes from the fact that the
device usesmore Internet services while paying less data cost.
Therefore, the cost-effectiveness of wireless communication
is described as follows:

𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑊𝑖−𝐹𝑖
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 + 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐿𝑇𝐸𝑑a𝑡𝑎𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐿𝑇𝐸𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎/300𝑀𝐵/$ , (3)

where 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 indicates the consumption of data during
connection to a specific access network 𝑖. The consumption

indicates the multiplication of Wi-Fi (or LTE) data rate and
the period of using Wi-Fi (or LTE), and the data rate differs
by what access network is in use. These can be interpreted as
follows:

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑊𝑖−𝐹𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 = {
𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖 | 𝑖 ⊆ 𝐿𝐴𝑃} , (4)

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐿𝑇𝐸𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 = 𝑟𝐿𝑇𝐸𝑡𝐿𝑇𝐸, (5)

where 𝐿𝐴𝑃, 𝑟, and 𝑡 refer to the list of APs in Wi-Fi history,
data rate, and connection duration, respectively. To derive
data rate, we evaluated the performance of LTE and every
AP listed on Wi-Fi history. The performance test is based on
speed test applicationwhich usedUDP or TCP/IP tomeasure
data rate of both uplink and downlink. Measuring data rate
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Figure 13: Wireless network performance analysis: download and
upload speed.

of both direction is possible because the application provides
backend server to collect statistics.

Figure 13 shows the performance of each AP and LTE
data network in terms of data rate. We performed 50 speed
tests to measure average data rate of each access network.
Since the application we used to derive speed test had an
external server, it was possible to derive the data rate of both
uplink and downlink separately. LTE outperforms all other
Wi-Fi APs in terms of download data rate, whereas its upload
performance is similar to highly preferredWi-Fi APs such as
Hans-5G and wine515 hyun. However, Gustns, the mostly
preferred Wi-Fi AP in Walking and Driving states, shows

very low performance than many others. However, most of
other Wi-Fi APs are static APs that will be disconnected
soon due to device mobility. Although total of 9 access points
were collected to form a Wi-Fi preference list, four APs
from them are not included in this performance analysis
because they could not even succeed on establishing end-to-
end connection for proper test.Therefore, we set data rate for
those as 0𝑀𝑏/𝑠.

Based on aforementioned cost information and data
rate information of each access point, we evaluated cost-
effectiveness of two devices, an ORIGINAL device without
any intelligence onWi-Fi connection and a SIMLESS device.
Total of 5 test cases were done to prove generality of
SIMLESS regardless of time. As shown in Figure 14, SIMLESS
outperforms deviceswith originalWi-Fi connection behavior
most of the time, except for test case 2. The reason of the
ORIGINAL device having higher throughput than SIMLESS
is because the device used LTEmore often than SIMLESS. As
shown in Figure 15, the cost spent by ORIGINAL device for
test case 2 exceeds $45, which extremely overpasses that of
the SIMLESS device, which is less than $20. Therefore, the
result of test case 2 rather shows that the cost-effectiveness
of SIMLESS since using less LTE resulted in low data rate
but cost was down much less. The overall cost-effectiveness
of both devices in various cases is shown in Figure 16.
Cost-effectiveness of test cases 3, 4, and 5 clearly shows
performance enhancement achieved by SIMLESS. Although
the cost-effectiveness of test cases 1 and 2 is not visible from
the figure, we have checked that at least 20% of improvement
is shown except for upload cases of test cases 1 and 3. This
is because the preference of the device user is focused on
download rather than upload, which results in SIMLESS
connecting to an AP with better downlink speed, but some-
times worse uplink speed. For instance, the user carrying
portable device called Gustns shows 4 times higher data
rate for download compared to upload, where as usual public
access points have 2 times higher data rate for download than
that for upload. Since the user prefers the portable device
that shows much higher download data rate, the possibility
of connecting public access points decreases, which causes
higher download quality and lower upload quality.We believe
that a user that has equal preference on both download and
upload will have a preference list with APs that have both
higher data rate on download and upload, which results
in cost-effectiveness results different from aforementioned
results. But for this user, lowered upload speedwill notmatter
since download speed was enhanced.

7.3. Power Savings Compared to GPS Based Systems. The
main advantage of SIMLESS is the use of already-on sensors
for mobility state estimation, unlike other mobility tracking
systems that use GPS for high accuracy. Since SIMLESS does
not require absolute location of the device, using GPS is
rather a burden to the mobile device. Also, receiving GPS
signal is not very reliable in case that the device is located
inside building or between skyscrapers, which is very usual
in urban areas. Unlike unstable and energy draining GPS
enabled systems, most of IMU sensors and a pressure sensor
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Figure 14: Throughput comparison between ORIGINAL and SIMLESS devices.
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Figure 15: Cost comparison between ORIGINAL and SIMLESS devices.

are always-on whenever the device is enabled, and applica-
tions only need to use receiver function to receive output
variables from these sensors.The power overhead only lies in
computing sensor variables rather than the power overhead
by enabling attached sensors. To visualize power efficiency
of using SIMLESS compared to GPS enabled systems, we
performed energy consumption analysis on mobile device
named Galaxy Nexus using PowerMonitor tool as shown in
Figure 17. Since PowerMonitor tool supplies power to the
mobile device, the evaluation does not include any data about
battery status and alteration.

Although we performed various experiments using
Google Nexus 5, we used Google Galaxy Nexus for power
evaluation because Nexus 5 is designed as solid bottom type.
A user cannot separate battery from Nexus 5, which means
we cannot wire magnetic pole inside the device without
taking Nexus 5 into pieces. Although PowerMonitor tool
supports USB mode power monitoring, we found that the
power reading was too unstable to derive credible data.
Therefore, we used Galaxy Nexus which had detachable
battery that made power reading easy. We prepared three
types of devices with three states of the devices, total of 9
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Figure 16: Cost-effectiveness comparison between ORIGINAL and SIMLESS devices.

Figure 17: Experimental setup: power analysis of ORIGINAL,
SIMLESS, and GPS enabled devices.

experiments, to visualize the power efficiency of SIMLESS
compared to GPS enabled device, and a device without any
Wi-Fi intelligence applied. Each experiment was held for 10
minutes, and the results are shown in Figure 18.The bar graph
shows average power consumption of three devices that are
classified as ORIGINAL, SIMLESS, and GPS enabled. Total
of three device states are measured, categorized as screen
off, screen on, and video streaming. We used YouTube as
a video streaming service. From the experiments, we can
see that GPS enabled device consumes much more battery
than the other two device types, whereas the difference is
quite marginal between ORIGINAL and SIMLESS. However,
the power overhead of SIMLESS becomes distinctive when
the device’s screen is off. We found out that the power con-
sumption of SIMLESS is almost 3 times that of ORIGINAL
device. This is because SIMLESS requires computation for
mobility state classification and periodical monitoring of
Wi-Fi environment to sustain or even improve the wireless
communication quality. However, we found that quite a lot
portion of power is drained by frequent I/O operations due
to file writing, which was required to collect experiment
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Figure 18: Experimental result: comparison among ORIGINAL,
SIMLESS, and GPS enabled devices.

data for performance evaluation of SIMLESS. If SIMLESS
disables such I/O operations, we could see that average power
consumption decreases from 71.64 𝑚𝑊 to 48.2 𝑚𝑊. We
believe additional reducing computation on mobility state
estimation and increase in the term of periodic scanning will
reduce the power gap between ORIGINAL and SIMLESS.

7.4. Suggesting SIMLESS to Multiple Users. To prove applica-
bility of SIMLESS in the real world, we suggested multiple
smartphone users to use the system. Total of 5 users volun-
teered, using different device models released from 2011 to
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Figure 19: Mobility estimation accuracy achieved by 5 different
mobile devices.

2014. Prior to installing SIMLESS on all these devices, we
applied aforementioned mobility learning phase and Wi-Fi
history learning phase in order to make SIMLESS properly
operate. Also, the battery remaining from all experimenters
was sufficient enough to finish up experimentation without
disruption.We collected training set of 5mobile devices from
each user and applied machine learning to derive decision
tree thresholds for proper mobility state decision. Figure 19
shows the accuracy result by using appropriate threshold
derived by our machine learning method. Through multiple
cross-validations, all mobile devices show more than 90%
accuracy of estimating mobility state of their users.

Using mobility state estimation, Wi-Fi history of each
mobile device was collected 24 hours long to analyze overall
network access pattern of each user. Since each person might
use different private, public, and office APs, we categorized
tens of APs to 4 types, Home, Office, Movable, and Public.
Figure 20 shows the Wi-Fi usage tendency of each mobile
device, in terms of percentage of each access point type. The
result shows variability ofWi-Fi usage tendency, which differs
by life pattern and preference of users. For instance, Galaxy
S3 user barely used LTE, whereas Galaxy S5 user used LTE
quite often. This is because Galaxy S5 user took more time
to travel back and forth between office and home because
the user lived far away from his working place. Moreover,
Galaxy S3 used movable AP more often than Galaxy Note 2
user even though their travel time, Driving state, was similar.
This is because Galaxy S3 user had his own portable AP
that performed much better than carrier APs installed on
subway trains. GalaxyNote 2 user was annoyed by low quality
movable APs, which made the user switch to cellular for
better Internet service.

Based on Wi-Fi history result of each mobile device,
we created AP preference lists and applied SIMLESS to
each device to evaluate the cost-effectiveness. Experimenters
ran another 24 hours long experiments for these 5 devices
that interactively searched for more preferred APs using
AP preference lists for each mobility state. Figure 21 shows
the cost-effectiveness comparison between ORIGINAL and
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Figure 20: Mobility estimation accuracy achieved by 5 different
mobile devices.

SIMLESS. Except for Galaxy Nexus, the rest of the devices
show performance enhancement achieved by SIMLESS. For
Galaxy Nexus, the cost-effectiveness is downgraded because
the day SIMLESS solution was operated had more Driving
state than the day without SIMLESS solution (about 1.5
times), which caused more usage of LTE due to no proper
Wi-Fi AP to choose. Indeed, the cost of SIMLESS was about
10% larger than that of ORIGINAL device, resulting in lower
cost-effectiveness. We believe that performance of SIMLESS
would have been better if two cases were run simultaneously
on the same day.

7.5. Comparing with Other Device-Centric Approaches. In
this section, we show another set of experiments to show
the strength of SIMLESS compared to other device-centric
approaches that require some extra time to evaluate link
status ahead of network usage. We excluded state of art
learning based network selection mechanisms for this exper-
iment because they all require feedback from network side.
Requiring feedback fromnetwork side lacks scalability, which
is one of the major strength of our solution SIMLESS.
Therefore, this section only provides performance analysis of
device-centric solutions.

First device-centric approach called connection loop
[25] requires the device to connect every connectible AP
and invest additional time to evaluate performance. Another
device-centric approach called wi-fi seeker [26] requires
consecutive number of scanning to estimate link quality of
surrounding access points. On the other hand, our solution
SIMLESS would require single scanning to list up available
APs and choose one that is frequently used. To compare
connection delay among three approaches, we went to a
cafe, shown in Figure 22(a), that has been frequently visited
by an experimenter with a mobile device that has been
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Figure 21: Multiple users’ survey: cost-effectiveness comparison between ORIGINAL and SIMLESS.
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Figure 22: Comparing with other device-centric approaches.

trained by SIMLESS. The experimenter could access two
Wi-Fi network, one of which has better performance than
another. Through several experimentations, 3 device-centric
solutions succeeded to connect the better one but showed
different connection delay as shown in Figure 22(b).

As shown in the figure, SIMLESS shows much faster
connection compared to others because it only requires one
scan and one connection attempt whereas other device-
centric solutions require extra time to measure the link
quality. connection loop requires two connection attempts
and extra link test by ping 3 times, whereas wi-fi seeker
requires no more than one connection delay but still needs to
perform multiple scanning to estimate link quality. If there
were many connectible APs, the delay difference between
these two solutions could be much larger.

It is true that many connectivity solutions based on
receiving link quality statistics from backend servers would
require much less delay than above two device-centric solu-
tions. However, device-centric solutions have incomparable
strength of having scalability. Since device-centric solutions
can be used anywhere by anyone, including ones that do
not subscribe services of network providers, we performed
above delay comparison experiments excluding centralized
solutions with less scalability.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, an intelligent Internet connectivity manage-
ment called SIMLESS is proposed, which follows the concept
of having different Wi-Fi preference based on different
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mobility states. To make operable prototype, SIMLESS uses
mobility tracing based on machine learning that utilizes
sensor data from an accelerometer and a barometer and
collects Wi-Fi history of the mobile device. Based on Wi-Fi
preference which differs by mobility states, SIMLESS intelli-
gently chooses the most preferred access point out of other
selectable APs, resulting in enhanced user satisfaction with
low Internet access cost. To prove usability and scalability
of the proposed system, SIMLESS is tested on variety of
smartphones that are released at different years, 2011 to
2014. From set of valuable experiments, SIMLESS is proven
to enhance Internet service quality or reduce cost without
requiring user intervention. Automation and intelligence on
Internet connectivity management are brought by SIMLESS,
and we believe the solution can be applied in various fields
of handheld devices that require steady Internet connection
with low cost.
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